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Abstract
We are interested to work on normal homogeneous space and in this space we calculated
Live-Civita connection and we derived a useful equation 2.17. The Ruh-Vilms theorem
is a statement about the Gauss map for a submanifold of Rn+1. Our aim is to prove,
an isometrically immersed hypersurface f : M  ! Sn has constant mean curvature if
and only if the Gauss map of  is harmonic. Here we provide a proof of the Ruh-Vilms
result using Homogeneous geometry. First shown for curves in S2, then proven for
a hypersurface in the n-sphere by using symmetric space identication and results in
2.17.
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Introduction
The fundamental question is, "What is geometry?" still remained. There are two di-
rections of development after Gauss. The rst, is related to the work of B. Riemann,
who conceived of a framework of generalizing the theory of surfaces of Gauss, from
two to several dimensions. The new objects are called Riemannian manifold, where a
notion of curvature is dened, and is allowed to vary from point to point, as in the case
of a surface. Riemann brought the power of calculus into geometry in an emphatic way
as he introduced metrics on the spaces of tangent vectors. The result is today called
dierential geometry.
In Chapter 1, We start with a brief review of Riemannian manifolds with a deni-
tion of connection, Levi-Civita connection and curvature tensor , and then we dene
the Lie group and some simple examples of the Lie group. We dene the Lie algebra
of a Lie group as the tangent space at the identity element of the group, and alterna-
tively as the set of its one-parameter subgroups. The metrics which are important here
are the bi-invariant metrics and with respect to such metrics we give formulas for the
various type of curvatures.
In chapter 2 we dene the notion of a homogeneous space and we discuss the reduc-
tive homogeneous spaces. Then we are discussing Riemannian Submersions and their
Sectional Curvatures and also derive the curvature relation in Riemannian reductive
homogeneous spaces. We dene notion of a symmetric space and provide an example
of sectional curvature of complex projective space as a homogeneous space. Then we
develop Levi-Civita Connexions for normal homogeneous spaces and look at some of
ONeill 's results.
In chapter 3, rst we dene the harmonic map and second fundamental form .
Then we generalize Grassmann manifold and dene the Gauss map. Then we state
Ruh-Vilms theorem and prove the Ruh-Vilms theorem using the homogeneous geome-
try for the simple case of curves in S2 . Here we use the main result of M. Obata that is:
The Gauss map of immersions of Riemannian manifolds in space of constant curvature.
In the nial chapter I have proved the Ruh-Vilms theorem for a Hypersurface in
the n- Sphere.
vi
Chapter 1
Riemannian Geometry and Lie
Groups: their application to
homogeneous spaces
As a preface to understanding Riemannian homogeneous spaces, Riemannian submer-
sions and their sectional curvature, we rst review basic Riemannian Geometry prin-
ciples, including vector elds, integral curves, connections, metrics and curvature. We
will also consider the principles of Lie groups and Lie algebras, including Left- and
Right-translation, Left-invariant vector elds and Killing forms.
1.1 Riemannian geometry
In what follows we will always consider smoothness on C1, that is:
Denition 1.1.1 A map is said to be smooth if it has continuous partial derivatives
of all orders.
We denote the set of smooth maps Rm  ! Rn by C1(Rm;Rn).
Denition 1.1.2 Two functions f; g which are smooth about p are germ equivalent at
p if f = g on some open neighbourhood of p.
The set of germ equivalence classes of locally smooth functions about p is denoted by
C1p (M).
Denition 1.1.3 Let M be a manifold, p 2 M , then a directional derivative (or tan-
gent vector to M) at p is a real valued function  : C1p (M)  ! R that satises
1. (af + bg) = a(f) + b(g) and
2. (fg) = (f)g(p) + f(p)(g) for all a; b 2 R and f; g 2 C1p (M).
The set of all tangent vectors at p, denoted TpM , is called the tangent space at p.
Denition 1.1.4 For an n-dimensional manifold M , the tangent bundle of M is the
disjoint union over all points of the tangent spaces at each point, TM = [p2MTpM .
The canonical projection is given by the map  : TM  !M given by (p; ) = p. For
each p 2M the bre over p is the pre-image  1(p), the tangent space TpM .
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A vector eld X on a manifold M is the assignment of a tangent vector Xp 2 TpM
to each point p 2 M : thus X : M  ! TM with Xp 2 TpM . If X is a vector eld
on M and f 2 C1(M), then Xf denotes the real-valued function on M given by
Xf(p) = Xp(f) for all p 2M .
Denition 1.1.5 The vector eld X is called smooth if the function Xf is smooth for
all f 2 C1(M).
We denote the set of smooth vector elds by  (TM).
We note that the function X dened above can be identied with a map X :
C1(M)  ! C1(M) satisfying
1. X(af + bg) = aX(f) + bX(g) where a; b 2 R,
2. X(fg) = X(f)g + fX(g) (Leibniz rule).
Denition 1.1.6 A curve  : ( ; )  !M is an integral curve of X 2  (TM) when
0(t) = X(t) for all t 2 ( ; ).
The velocity vector of  is the vector 0 = d
dt
. It can be shown that:
Proposition 1.1.7 For every  2 TpM there exists a smooth curve  : ( ; )  ! M
such that (0) = p, f = d
dt
(f  )jt=0 for all f 2 C1p (M).
Proof [2] In this case  is often denoted by0.
A Riemannian metric on a smooth manifold M is an assignment to each p 2 M of
an inner product gp =<;>p: TpM  TpM  ! R (that is a symmetric bilinear, positive
denite form) on the tangent space TpM .
Denition 1.1.8 A smooth manifold with a Riemannian metric g is called a Rieman-
nian manifold, and is denoted by (M; g).
Denition 1.1.9 A connection r on a smooth manifold M is a map
r :  (TM)  (TM)  !  (TM)
satisfying
1. rX(Y + Z) = rXY +rXZ,
2. rfX+gYZ = frXZ + grYZ,
3. rX(fY ) = frXY +X(f)Y (Leibniz rule)
for all X; Y; Z 2  (TM) and f; g 2 C1(M).
Theorem 1.1.10 Given a Riemannian manifold M, there exists a unique Levi-Civita
connection such that
1. [X; Y ] = rXY  rYX
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2. X<Y;Z> = <rXY; Z>+<Y;rXZ>
for all X; Y; Z 2   (TM). This connection is characterized by the Koszul formula:
2<rXY; Z> = X<Y;Z>+ Y <Z;X>  Z<X; Y >
 <X; [Y; Z]>+<Y; [Z;X]>+<Z; [X; Y ]>:
Proof [2]
Denition 1.1.11 Let  : ( ; )  ! M in M be a curve, 0 its velocity vector, and
X a vector eld along . X is said to be parallel along  if r0X = 0. A smooth curve
, is said to be geodesic if 0 is parallel along . i.e. r00 = 0:
Denition 1.1.12 Let (M,g) be a Riemannian manifold with Levi-Civita connection
r. The Riemannian curvature tensor is the function
R :  (TM)  (TM)  (TM)  !  (TM)
given by
R(X;Y )Z = rXrYZ  rYrXZ  r[X;Y ]Z
for X;Y; Z 2  (TM).
Denition 1.1.13 Let V be a 2-dimensional subspace of TpM and let u; v 2 V be two
linearly independent vectors which span V . Then we dene the sectional curvature by:
K(V ) =
g(R(u; v)v; u)
g(u; u)g(v; v)  (g(u; v))2 :
This is a number and is independent of basis u; v chosen.
Denition 1.1.14 A smooth map  :M  ! N between manifolds is
1. an immersion if dp is one-to-one at each p 2M ,
2. a submersion if dp is onto at each p 2M ,
3. an embedding if it is an immersion which is a dieomorphism onto (M).
4. a homeomorphism is a map which is continuous, one-to-one, onto and the inverse
map is continuous.
5. a map  : M  ! N is a dieomorphism if it is a homeomorphism and both f
and f 1 are C1.
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1.2 Lie Groups
Denition 1.2.1 Let G be a C1 manifold. Then G is called a Lie Group if
1. G is a Group
2. The Group operation GG  ! G; (x; y) 7! xy 1 is C1 function.
LetM(n;R) be the set of all nn real matrices: we will denote by the (i; j) entry of an
(nn) matrix A = (ai;j) the points in the Euclidean space Rnn whose coordinates are
a1;1; a1;2; :::; a1;n. Topologically, therefore, M(n;R) is simply the Euclidean n2 space.
By denition, the general linear group is given by GL(n;R) = fA 2 Rnn : detA 6= 0g.
Since detA is a polynomial of degree n in the coordinates, it is a C1 function on
M(n;R), and the determinant function det : M(n;R)  ! R is continuous. Now
GL(n;R) =M(n;R)  det 1f0g is open since f0g is closed, and hence GL(n;R) is an
open subset of M(n;R). So, topologically GL(n;R) is an open subset of a Euclidean
space, and GL(n;R) is therefore an n2{dimensional manifold.
Matrix multiplication (AB)i;j =
Pn
k=1 aikbkj is a polynomial in the coordinates of
GL(n;R) and is clearly C1. The inverse of A is A 1 = 1
detA
adjA whose coordinates
are C1 function. Therefore, the inverse map i : GL(n;R)  ! GL(n;R) is also C1.
This proves that GL(n;R) is a Lie group.
Example 1.2.2 The main examples of Lie groups are matrix groups:
 General linear group GL(n;R) = fA 2 Rnn : detA 6= 0g.
 Special linear group SL(n;R) = fA 2 GL(n;R) : detA = 1g.
 Orthogonal group O(n;R) = fA 2 GL(n;R) : AAT = Ig.
 Special Orthogonal group SO(n;R) = fA 2 O(n;R) : detA = 1g.
 Unitary group U(n;C) = fA 2 Cnn : AAT = Ig.
 Special unitary group SU(n;C) = fA 2 U(n;C) : detA = 1g.
The product G  H of two Lie groups is itself a Lie group with the product manifold
structure, and multiplication (g1; h1):(g2; h2) = (g1:g2; h1:h2).
The unit circle S1 is a Lie groups by considering S1 in complex plane.
The n-torus T n = S1  :::::::: S1 is a Lie group of dimension n.
Denition 1.2.3 A Lie algebra is a real (or complex) vector space V with the operation
[; ] : V  V  ! V that satises the following properties:
 [X; Y ] =  [Y;X]
 [aX + bY; Z] = a[X;Z] + b[Y; Z]
[Z; aX + bY ] = a[Z;X] + b[Z; Y ]
 Jacobi identity, [X[Y; Z]] + [Y [Z;X]] + [Z[X; Y ]] = 0
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Let V be a vector space over R. If we dene the bracket operation by [x; y] = 0 for
all x; y 2 V we get a Lie algebra (V; [; ]). This is an example of an abelian Lie algebra.
For each g 2 G we dene the maps
Lg : G  ! G; Lg(a) = ga (left translation);
Rg : G  ! G; Rg(a) = ag (right translation):
These maps are smooth dieomorphisms with inverses. The derivatives (dLg)e; (dRg)e :
g = TeG  ! TgG are vector space isomorphisms.
Denition 1.2.4 A vector eld X on a Lie group G is left-invariant when
dLa(X) = X for all a 2 G.
If dLa(X(e)) = X(a) for all g 2 G, we call X the left-invariant vector eld on G
generated by X(e). The set L(G) of left-invariant vector elds on G is obviously a
vector space.
Lemma 1.2.5 L(G) is a vector space and the map L(G)  ! TeG given by X 7! Xe
is an isomorphism of vector spaces.
Denition 1.2.6 Let  :M  ! N be any smooth map. Two vector elds X 2  (TM)
and Y 2  (TN) are called - related when d(Xp) = Y(p) for all p 2M
Corollary 1.2.7 Vector elds X 2  (TM) and Y 2  (TN) are -related if and only
if X(g  ) = Y (g)   for all g 2 C1(N) [g : N  ! R]
Proof See[2] p.14
Proposition 1.2.8 Suppose  :M  ! N is a C1 map, X;Y 2  (TM), and X; Y 2
 (TM) such that X = d(X) and Y = d(Y ). Then
[X; Y ] = d([X; Y ]):
Proof Let f : N  ! R be a smooth function, then
[X; Y ] = d(X)(d(Y )(f))  d(Y )(d(X)(f))
= X(d(Y )(f)  )  Y (d(X)(f)  )
= X(Y (f  ))  Y (X(f  ))
= [X;Y ](f  )
= d([X; Y ])(f):
Proposition 1.2.9 Let  : M  ! N be a smooth bijective map. If X; Y 2  (TM)
then
1. d(X) 2  (TN),
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2. the map d :  (TM)  !  (TN) is a Lie algebra homomorphism i.e d[X;Y ] =
[d(X); d(Y )].
Proof The map  is bijective implies that d(X) is a section of the tangent bundle.
That d(X) 2  (TN)) follows directly from the fact that
d(X)(f) = X(f  ):
Part (2) follows directly from Proposition 1.2.8.
Proposition 1.2.10 If X and Y are left-invariant vector elds on G, then so is [X;Y ].
Proof For any dieomorphism  :M  ! N and X; Y 2  (TM)
d[X; Y ] = [d(X); d(Y )]:
Then
dLg[X; Y ] = [dLg(X); dLg(Y )] = [X; Y ]
since Lg is a dieomorphism.
Denition 1.2.11 A one-parameter subgroup of a Lie group G is smooth homomor-
phism  : (R;+)  ! G.
Thus  : R  ! G is a curve such that (s + t) = (s)(t) 8s; t 2 R. Moreover
(0) = e; ( t) = ((t)) 1 and (t)(s) = (s)(t); 8s; t.
Proposition 1.2.12 Each one- parameter subgroup of G is the maximal integral curve,
starting at e, of a left invariant vector eld X. In fact, every integral curve of X is a
translate of this one parameter subgroup.
Corollary 1.2.13 For each X 2 g there exists a unique one-parameter subgroup X :
R  ! G such that 0X(0) = X.
Denition 1.2.14 Let g be an Lie algebra and h a vector subspace of g
 h is called a Lie subalgebra of g, if [X; Y ] 2 h 8X; Y 2 h.
 h is called an ideal in g , [X 0; X] 2 h whenever X 2 h and X 0 2 g.
Denition 1.2.15 The exponential map exp : g  ! G is dened by exp(X) = X(1),
where X is the unique one-parameter subgroup of X.
Note: exp(tX) = tX(1) = X(t).
Let G be a Lie group. For x; g 2 G, let the map Ix : G  ! G be dened by Ix = xgx 1.
Then Ix is a Lie group homomorphism and Ix = Rx 1  Lx is dieomorphism. It is
called an inner automorphism of G.
Denition 1.2.16 The adjoint representation of G is the homomorphism
Ad : G  ! GL(g) given by Ad(x) = (dIx)e.
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Denition 1.2.17 The adjoint representation of g is the homomorphism
ad : g  ! End(g) given by ad(X) = (dAd)e(X).
Lemma 1.2.18 The adjoint representation of g satises adX(Y ) = [X; Y ] for all
X;Y 2 g.
Proof For any g 2 G , Y 2 g the curve (s) = g(exp sY )g 1 is the one-parameter
subgroup of G satisfying 0 = Adg(Y ). The Campbell - Hausdor formula [12] implies
that for any t 2 R, X 2 g,
(exp tX)(exp sY )(exp tX) = exp(sY + ts[X; Y ] +O(t2s) +O(ts2)):
This implies
Adexp tX(Y ) = Y + t[X;Y ] +O(t
2);
) lim
t !0
fAdexp tXY   Y g
t
= [X; Y ];
from which the result follows.
Let g be a Lie algebra and X 2 g. Then the map adX : g  ! g dened by
adX(Y ) = [X; Y ]. The adX is a linear operator, and by the Jacobi identity it is a
Lie derivation and from dention 1.2.3
adZ [X; Y ] = [adZX; Y ] + [X; adZY ]
and also
ad[X;Y ] = [adX ; adY ]:
Denition 1.2.19 A Riemannian metric on a Lie group G is called left- invariant if
<X; Y > = <dLa(X); dLa(Y )> for all a 2 G, X; Y 2  (TG). The notion of right-
invariant is dened similarly.
Note: A metric on G that is both Left- invariant and Right- invariant is called a bi-
invariant metric.
Lemma 1.2.20 There is a one-to-one correspondence between bi-invariant metrics on
G and Ad-invariant scalar products on g, that is <AdgX;AdgY > = <X; Y > for all
g 2 G, X;Y 2 g. Furthermore, the last condition is equivalent to the relation
<[X;Z]; Y > = <X; [Z; Y ]>:
Proof By denition,
Ad(g)Y = dIg(Y ) = dRg 1dLg(Y ) = dRg 1Y;
for all g 2 G and X; Y 2 g and hence, by using the right invariance,
<AdgX;AdgY > = <dRg 1X; dRg 1Y > = <X; Y >:
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Now, let exp(tX) be the ow of X. Then
<[X;Z]; Y > = <adXZ; Y > = <
d
dt
Ad(exp tX)Zjt=0; Y >
= d
dt
<Ad(exp tX)Z; Y >jt=0
= d
dt
<Z;Ad(exp( tX))Y >jt=0 (Ad-invariant)
= <Z; adXY > =  <Z; [X; Y ]>;
where we used the Ad- invariance of the inner product in the fourth equality. What
we just proved is equivalent to <[X;Z]; Y > = <X; [Z; Y ]>.
Denition 1.2.21 The Killing form of a Lie algebra g is the function B : gg  ! R
given by B(X; Y ) = tr(adX  adY ).
The Lie algebra g is called semisimple, if its Killing form is non-degenerate.
Proposition 1.2.22 [2] The Killing form has the following properties;
1. It is a symmetric bilinear form on g.
2. If g is the algebra of G, then B is Ad-invariant, that is, B(X;Y ) = B(AdgX;AdgY )
for all g 2 G and X;Y 2 g.
3. G is semisimple and compact when B is negative denite.
4. Each ad(Z) is skew-symmetric with respect to B, that is,
B(adZX;Y ) =  B(X; adZY ) or B([X;Z]; Y ) = B(X; [Z; Y ]).
Theorem 1.2.23 [1] A compact Lie group possesses a bi-invariant metric.
Theorem 1.2.24 [1] If <;> is bi-invariant metric on a Lie group G then the Levi-
Civita connection r and Riemann curvature R, the following are satised by X;Y; Z;W 2
L(G),
1. rXY = 12 [X;Y ]
2. <R(X;Y )Z;W> = 1
4
(<[X;W ]; [Y; Z]> <[X;Z]; [Y;W ]>)
3. <R(X;Y )Y;X> = 1
4
k[X; Y ]k2
4. One- parameter subgroups are geodesics.
Proof
(1). Let <;> be a left-invariant metric on G, and let X,Y are left-invariant vector
elds. Then the function <X; Y > : G  ! R is constant on G.
Now <X; Y > is constant, so Z<X; Y > = 0 for all Z 2 g. From Koszul's formula the
rst three terms zero. So we get
2<rXY; Z> =  <X; [Y; Z]>+<Y; [Z;X]>+<Z; [X;Y ]>
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By Lemma 1.2.20 the bi-invariance of <;> implies that
<X; [Y; Z]> =  <Y; [X;Z]> = <[X; Y ]; Z>:
Hence 2<rXY; Z> = <Z; [X; Y ]>, which gives rXY = 12 [X; Y ].
(2). By denition the Riemannian curvature is
R(X;Y )Z = rXrYZ  rYrXZ  r[X;Y ]Z
For left-invariant vector elds X; Y; Z and W , X<rYZ;W> = 0
Part (2) of Theorem 1.2.24 and part (1) of this Theorem imply
<rXrYZ;W> =  <rYZ;rXW> =  14<[Y; Z]; [X;W ]>
 <rYrXZ;W> = <rXZ;rYW> = 14<[X;Z]; [Y;W ]>
 <r[X;Y ]Z;W> =  <r[X;Y ]Z;W> =  12<[[X; Y ]; Z];W>
Adding the above three equation we get,
<R(X; Y )Z;W> =  1
4
<[Y; Z]; [X;W ]>+
1
4
<[X;Z]; [Y;W ]>  1
2
<[[X;Y ]; Z];W>:
But by the Jacobi identity,
<[Z; [X;Y ]];W> = <[[Z;X]; Y ];W> + <[X; [Z; Y ]];W>
= <[Z;X]; [Y;W ]>   <[Z; Y ]; [X;W ]>
When we substitute this in the previous equation we get the answer.
(3). From part (2), the computation is straightforward by setting Z = Y; W = X.
The rst term cancels out, hence the result is obtained.
(4). Let  be the one-parameter subgroup corresponding to the left-invariant vector
eld X, then r00 = rXX = 12 [X;X] = 0, from part (1). Hence  is a geodesic.
Proposition 1.2.25 Let G be a Lie group with bi-invariant metric then for any X; Y; Z 2
g, the sectional curvature is given by
K(X; Y ) =
1
4
<[X; Y ]; [X; Y ]>
<X;X><Y; Y > <X; Y >2
Proof By Theorem 1.2.24 part (3) and using the denition of sectional curvature, we
can get the result.
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Chapter 2
Homogeneous Spaces and
Reductive Homogeneous Spaces
2.1 Group Action
An action of a group G on a set M is a homomorphism A from G to the group of
dieomorphisms of M , A : G  ! Diff(M) , written
A(g)(x) = g:x g 2 G; x 2M:
We can also describe the action of G on M as a smooth mapping A : G M  ! M
such that
A(gh; x) = A(g; A(h; x)) and A(e; x) = x 8g; h 2 G; 8x 2M:
Denition 2.1.1 Let G be a Lie group and M be a manifold. Then a smooth action
of G on M is an action A , that is a G M  ! M smooth map between manifolds.
The orbit of a point x 2M is the set
A(G)(x) = G:x = fA(g)(x)jg 2 Gg M:
 An action is said to be transitive if for any x; y 2 M there exists a g 2 G such
that y = g:x.
 For each x 2 M the set Gx = fg 2 G; g:x = xg is called the isotropy group or
stabiliser of x.
Denition 2.1.2 If G is a connected Lie group and H a closed subgroup, G=H is the
space of cosets fgHg, and  : G  ! G=H is dened by g 7! gH. G=H is called a
homogeneous space.
A homogeneous space is called reductive if there exists a subspace m of g such that
g = h  m and Ad(h)m  m for all h 2 H, that is, m is Ad(H)-invariant. M = G=H
is said to be naturally reductive, if there exists a reductive decomposition g = h + m
satisfying
< [X;Y ]m; Z > + < [X;Z]m; Y >= 0
for all X;Y; Z 2 m, where [X;Y ]m denotes the m- component of [X; Y ] and <;> is the
metric induced by g on m, by using the canonical identication m = TpM at p 2M .
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2.2 Riemannian Submersions and their Sectional
Curvatures
Let (Mn+k; g) and Nn; g be Riemannian manifolds. A submersion is a smooth map
 : Mn+k  ! Nn whose derivative d is onto. Hence for each p 2 Nn,  1(p) is
submanifold ofMn+k, of dimension n. Like with the metrics we shall use the notation p
and p as well asX andX for points and vector elds that are -related, i.e, (p) = p and
d(X) = X. The vertical distribution consists of the tangent spaces to the preimages
 1(p) and is therefore given by Vp = ker dp  TpM . The horizontal distribution
is the orthogonal complement Hp = (Vp)
?  TpM . To say that  is a Riemannian
submersion means that d : Hp  ! TpN is an isometry for all p 2M . Given a vector
eld X on N we can always nd a unique horizontal vector eld. X on M , called the
horizontal lift, is  related to X. Any vector in M can be decomposed into horizontal
and vertical parts, i.e,  = V + H .
Remark 2.2.1 Let  : [0; 1]  ! N be a smooth curve on N. We say that a smooth
curve (t) on M is a horizontal lift of  if
   (t) = (t) and
 0(t) 2 H for all t.
Theorem 2.2.2 Let X;Y; Z be vector elds on N with horizontal lifts X; Y ; Z respec-
tively. At each p 2 N , for any p 2  1(p),
KNp (X; Y ) = K
M
p (X; Y ) +
3
4
k[X; Y ]Vp k
2
;
where [X; Y ]
V
p is a vertical vector eld at a point p.
Proof Let X;Y; Z be vector elds on N and let X; Y ; Z be their horizontal lifts on
M . Let T be a vertical vector eld on M . Then <X; T> = 0 and [X;T ] is vertical,
since X is  related to X and T is  related to the zero vector eld on N . Thus
d([X;T ]) = [d(X); d(T )] = [X; 0] = 0:
By the Riemannian submersion property and lemma ?? we have
<[X; Y ]; Z> = <[X;Y ]; Z> and <[X;T ]; Z> = 0: (2.1)
From the Koszul formula and Riemannian submersion property we get
<rXY ; Z> = 12fX<Y ;Z>+ Y <X;Z>  Z<X; Y >
+<[X; Y ]; Z> <[X;Z]; Y > <[Y ; Z]; X>g
= <rXY; Z>:
(2.2)
T is vertical, so
<rXY ; T> = 12fX<Y ; T>+ Y <X; T>  T<X; Y >
+<[X; Y ]; T> <[X;T ]; Y > <[Y ; T ]; X>g;
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Since <X; Y > = <X; Y >   , T<X; Y > = 0 and equation 2.1 we can get,
<rXY ; T> =
1
2
<[X; Y ]; T>: (2.3)
Thus by equations 2.2 and 2.3:
rXY = rXY +
1
2
[X; Y ]
V
; (2.4)
and by 2.1 and 2.3:
<rTX; Y > = <rXT; Y >+<[T;X]; Y >
=  <rXY ; T> =  12<[X; Y ]; T> =  12<[X; Y ]
V
; T>:
(2.5)
Now by 2.2 it is clear that
X<rYZ;W> = X<rYZ;W>; (2.6)
and therefore
<rXrYZ;W> = X<rYZ;W> <rYZ;rXW>
= X<rYZ;W> <rYZ;rXW>  14<[Y ; Z]; [X;W ]>
= <rXrYZ;W>  14<[Y ; Z]
V
; [X;W ]
V
>:
(2.7)
Also by 2.2 and 2.5,
<r[X;Y ]Z;W> = <r[X;Y ]HZ;W>+<r[X;Y ]V Z;W>
= <r[X;Y ]Z;W>  12<[Z;W ]
V
; [X; Y ]
V
>:
(2.8)
Therefore, using 2.7 and 2.8,
<R(X; Y )Z;W> = <rXrYZ;W> <rYrXZ;W> <r[X;Y ]Z;W>
= <R(X;Y )Z;W>+ 1
4
<[X;Z]
V
; [Y ;W ]
V
>
 1
4
<[Y ; Z]
V
; [X;W ]
V
>+ 1
2
<[Z;W ]
V
; [X;Y ]
V
>:
(2.9)
By setting Z = Y ; X = W we derive the result.
Using the above theorem we now derive the curvature relation in Riemannian reductive
homogeneous spaces. Let the map  : G  ! G=H be a Riemannian submersion. Let
h be the Lie algebra of H and m the orthogonal complement of h in g; i.e, g = m + h
where m?h. Then Ad(H) leaves h, and by Lemma 1.2.20 also m, invariant. Restricting
the inner product <;> to m induces a G- invariant Riemannian metric on G/H, which
is called normal.
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Corollary 2.2.3 If the metric on G=H is normal, then for X;Y 2 m  TG:
KG=H(d(X); d(Y )) = k[X;Y ]hk2 + 1
4
k[X;Y ]mk2:
Proof The map  : G  ! G=H is a Riemannian submersion. By Theorem 2.2.2
KG=H(d(X); d(Y )) = KG(X;Y ) +
3
4
k[X; Y ]hk2; (2.10)
where d : TG  ! T (G=H) and TG = G  TeG = G  g = g0. The metric on
G/H is normal, so H w m , V w h then g0 = m + h where m?h. Now we have to nd
KG(X; Y ). Restricting the inner product <;> to m, it is bi-invariant. Therefore, from
Theorem 1.2.24 part (3),
KG(X; Y ) = 1
4
k[X;Y ]k2
= 1
4
k[X;Y ]hk2 + 14k[X;Y ]mk2:
Substituting this into equation 2.10 we can get the answer.
2.3 Symmetric Spaces
Denition 2.3.1 A Riemannian globally symmetric space is a connected Riemannian
manifold M, if for each p 2M there exists an isometry, Ip :M  !M such that
 Ip(p) = p
 (dIp)p =  (Id)p.
Let G be Lie group whose Lie algebra g has an Ad-invariant non-degenerate scalar
product <;> and a decomposition g = h + m such that h ? m, [h; h]  h, [h;m]  m
and [m;m]  h. Let  : g  ! g be the linear map determined by
(X) =  X; X 2 m; (U) = U; U 2 h Then
1.  is an isometry of <;>.
2. [E;F ] = [E; F ] 8E;F 2 g.
3. 2 = id.
Conversely, suppose we start with a  satisfying these conditions. Since 2 = id we
can write g as the linear direct sum of the +1 and {1 eigenspaces of , i.e. we dene
h = fU j(U) = Ug and m = fXj(X) =  Xg. Since  preserves the scalar product,
eigenspaces corresponding to dierent eigenvalues must be orthogonal, and the bracket
conditions on h and m follow automatically from their denition.
Finding such a  is to nd a dieomorphism  : G  ! G such that
 G has a bi-invariant metric which is also preserved by ,
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  is an automorphism of G, i.e. (ab) = (a)(b),
 2 = id.
If we have such a , then  = de satises our requirements. Furthermore, the set of
xed points of ,
F = fa 2 Gj(a) = ag
is clearly a subgroup, which we could take as our subgroup, H. In fact, let F0 denote the
connected component of the identity in F , and let H be any subgroup satisfyingF0 
H  F . Then M = G=H satises 1,2 and 3, such a space is called a normal symmetric
space.
Theorem 2.3.2 [1] Let G/H be a symmetric space. Then the sectional curvature is
given by
K(X; Y ) = k[X; Y ]k2
for all X; Y 2 m.
Example 2.3.3 [1] The sectional curvature of complex projective space as a homoge-
neous space.
Consider the unitary groups
U(n) = fA 2 Gl(n;C);AAT = Ig and
SU(n) = fA 2 U(n); det(A) = 1g:
Their Lie algebras are,
u(n) = fA 2 gl(n;C);A+ AT = 0g and
su(n) = fA 2 u(n); tr(A) = 0g respectively:
The complex projective space is the homogeneous space CP (n) = SU(n+1)
U(n)
, where U(n)
is a subgroup of SU(n+1) whose element have the form
U(nn) 0
0 !

where ! = det(U) 1. The rule <A;B> =  1
2
trAB, denes a bi-invariant metric on
SU(n+1) that gives rise to the decomposition su(n+ 1) = m+ u(n), where m consists
of a matrix of the form:
 =
26666664
1
:
0(n n) :
:
n
1 : : : n 0
37777775
m may be though of as a complex n-space, and multipling by i gives a real linear
transformation J : m  ! m such that J2 =  1 and <x; y> = <J(x); J(y)> [m;m] 
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u(n); so CP(n) is a symmetric spaces.
Consider kk = kk = 1 and <; > = 0; by corollary 2.2.3 the sectional curvature is,
K(; ) = k[; ]k2:
We can write
 =
26666664
(ij)(nn) 0n1
01n
P
(ii)
37777775
Similarly we nd , so that [; ] is given by
[; ] =
26666664
(ij   ij)(nn) 0n1
01n
P
(ii   ii)
37777775
Now k[; ]k2 =  1
2
trac([; ]2), giving:
k[; ]k2 =  1
2
P
(ij   ij)(ji   ji)   12
P
(ii   ii)(jj   jj)
=
P
ii
P
jj   12
P
ii
P
jj
 1
2
P
ii
P
jj   12
P
(ii   ii)(jj   jj)
= kk2kk2 + 3<J(); >2
where
P
(ii   ii) = i<J(); > and kk = kk = 1. Hence
k[; ]k2 = 1 + 3<J(); >2:
If <J(); > = 1, then K(; ) = 4, while if <J(); > = 0; K(; ) = 1, so the
sectional curvature varies between 1 and 4 only.
2.4 Levi-Civita Connexions for Normal Homoge-
neous Spaces
Let G be a compact Lie group equipped with a bi-invariant Riemannian metric <;>.
Let g be its Lie algebra identied in the standard way with the tangent space at the
identity TeG. The tangent bundle TG can be trivialised by left invariant vector elds.
We make this explicit by introducing the left Maurer-Cartan 1-form, dened as:
! : TG  ! g ; !(X) = ;
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where X 2 TgG is given by X = ddtg exp(t)jt=0 = dLg(). In other words, !(X) 2 TeG
is the left translation by g 1 of X 2 TgG, i.e. !(X) = dLg 1(X) for all X 2 TgG.
The Maurer-Cartan form is a g-valued 1-form ! on G which gives a linear isomor-
phism !g : TgG  ! g for all g 2 G. The term left invariant refers to the fact that ! is
invariant under left translation, which may be seen as follows: since X 2 TgG implies
that dLh(X) 2 ThgG, we have
Lh!(X) = !(dLh(X)) = dL(hg) 1(dLh(X)) = dLg 1(X) = !(X):
This allows us to give an explicit expression for the left trivialisation, namely
TG = G g; X 7! ((X); !(X));
where  : TG  ! G is the tangent bundle.
For any smooth vector eld X 2  (TG) we represent of !(X) 2 C1(G; g) by
!(X) : g 7! !g(Xg):
This gives an isomorphism  (TG) = C1(G; g). Moreover, for any f 2 C1(G),
!(fX) = f!(X) for all X 2  (TG).
Now let H  G be a closed subgroup with Lie algebra h. Set N = G=H and give
it the metric for which N : G  ! G=H is a Riemannian submersion.
TG has an orthogonal decomposition into subbundles
TG = H + V
where V = ker dN and H = V ?.
We know that, for m = h?  g,
! : H  ! Gm
! : V  ! G h
are isometric isomorphisms of vector bundles. A vector eld X 2  (TG) is horizontal
whenever X 2  (H). We say it is a basic vector eld if it is the horizontal lift of a
vector eld X 2  (N).
Lemma 2.4.1 A vector eld X is basic if and only if at each g 2 G, !g(Xg) 2 m and
!gh(Xgh) = Adh
 1!(Xg) for all h 2 H.
Proof Let X be basic, so that it is a horizontal vector eld X 2  (H). This implies
that for every g 2 G, !g(Xg) 2 m. If X is a horizontal vector eld, so is dRhX , h 2 H.
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Now
!gh(Xgh) = !gh(dRhXg)
= dL(gh) 1(dRhXg)
= dLh 1dLg 1dRhXg
= dLh 1dRhdLg 1(Xg)
= dLh 1dRh!(Xg)
= Adh 1!(Xg) 8h; g 2 G:
The converse is straightforward.
Remark 2.4.2 A vector eld X is left invariant precisely when !(X) is constant, i.e
when !(Xgh) = !(Xg) for all g and h.
Thus X is basic left invariant if and only if
Adh 1!(Xg) = !(Xg) 8g; 8h:
This can only happen if there exists an  2 m that is xed by AdH . So we cannot
generally expect basic vector elds to be left invariant.
The Levi-Civita connexion on G can be thought of as a map
rG :  (TG)  ! 
1(TG)
Y 7! rY
i.e, rXY : TG  ! TG ; X 7! rXY , is a linear map.
Using TG = G g this converts into
rG : C1(G; g)  ! 
1(g)
 7! d + 1
2
[!; ]
:
i.e, rGX = X + 12 [!(X); ]:
Here the tangent vector X acts on C1(G; g) as a derivation via
X = (Xj)ej
where fejg is any basis for g, so each j 2 C1(G).
More generally we can say, to prove this formula
rG = d + 1
2
[!; ]
= d + 1
2
ad!
we only need to show two things,
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1. rGX(f) = Xf: + frGX 8f 2 C1(G) i.e, this is a connexion on m, and,
2. rGX = 12 [!(X); ] when  is constant. This proves rG agrees with the formula
for the Levi-Civita connexion on left invariant vector elds.
The proof of (1) is ; dene
dX : C
1(G; g)  ! C1(G; g)
f 7! X(f) where f 2 C1(G):
Thus,
dX(f) = X(f)
= Xf: + f:X
dX(f) +
1
2
[!(X); f] = Xf: + f:X + 1
2
[!(X); f]
rGx (f) = Xf: + f(X + 12 [!(X); ])
= Xf: + frGX:
The proof of (2) is ; dene
rX :  (TG)  !  (TG)
 7! rX!(Y ):
Thus,
rX = rX!(Y )
= !(rXY )
= !(1
2
[X;Y ]) since; X; Y are left invariant vector elds
= 1
2
[!(X); !(Y )]
= 1
2
[!(X); ]:
To calculate the Levi-Civita connexion for N we need following O'Neill lemma.
Lemma 2.4.3 [3] Let N : G  ! N be a Riemannian submersion with horizontal
subbundle H  TG and horizontal projection
H : TG  ! H:
For X; Y 2  (TN) with horizontal lift X;Y ;H(rG
X
Y ) is the horizontal lift of rNXY .
Hence rNXY = d(rGXY ).
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Proof Let X;Y; Z are vector elds on N and X; Y ; Z are corresponding basic vector
leds on H  G. By denition,
< X; Y >=< X; Y > :
H[X; Y ] is the basic vector eld corresponding to [X;Y ]. Now
X < Y ;Z > = Xf< Y;Z > g
= (dX) < Y;Z >
= X < Y;Z > ;
and
< X; [Y ; Z] > = < X;H[X; Y ] >
= < X; [Y; Z] > :
From the Koszul formula,
< rG
X
Y ; Z >=< rNXY; Z > :
Therefore d(rG
X
Y ) = rNXY:
Corollary 2.4.4 For any normal homgeneous space N of G, gives X;Y 2  (TN) with
horizontal lift X; Y and !(X) = ; !(Y ) =  then rNXY can be calculated from
!(H(rG
X
Y )) = X +
1
2
[; ]m:
In particular, if [m;m]  h (for example, when N is a symmetric space)
!(H(rG
X
Y )) = X:
Proof The objects  and  are dened by !(X) =  , !(Y ) =  where X;Y 2  (TG).
Horizontal projection
H : TG  ! H ~H : G g  ! Gm
we can write !(H(X)) = ~H(!(X)).
Now
!(H(rTG
X
Y )) = ~H(!(rTG
X
Y ))
= ~H(X + 1
2
[; ])
= (X)m +
1
2
[; ]m
= X + 1
2
[; ]m:
If [m;m]  h then [; ]m = 0 this implies !(H(rTGX Y )) = X.
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2.5 The tangent bundle
[14] A direct isomorphism with a subbundle of the trivial bundle G=H  g: explain as
follows.
The subgroup H has a right action on Gm by
(g; ) 7! (gh;Adh 1); h 2 H:
The quotient, denoted by GH m, has a bre linear isomorphism
^ : T (G=H)  ! GH m; (2.11)
whose inverse is the map
GH m  ! T (G=H); [g; ]H 7! d
dt
getHjt=0:
Here [g; ]H denotes the equivalence class corresponding to the H-orbit of the point
(g; ) 2 G  m. Hence [g; ]H = [g0; 0]H precisely when there exists h 2 H for which
g0 = gh and 0 = Adh 1  . This identies vector elds over G=H with H-equivariant
maps
 : G  ! m; (gh) = Adh 1  (g); 8h 2 H: (2.12)
The bundle GH m can be embedded as a subbundle into G=H  g by
GH m  ! G=H  g; [g; ] 7! (gH;Adg  ); (2.13)
we denote the image subbundle by [m]. We will let  : T (G=H)  ! g denote the
corresponding Lie algebra valued 1-form, i.e,
(X(g)) = Adg   () ^(X(g)) = [g; ]H ;
where  : G  ! G=H is the quotient map. Notice that when H is the trivial subgroup,
 is the left Maurer-Cartan 1-form ! : TG  ! g.
Theorem 2.5.1 Let X; Y 2  (TN) and set  = (X) ,  = (Y ). Then
(rNXY ) = Pm(X  
1
2
[; ]); (2.14)
where Pm : N  g  ! [m] is the orthogonal projection and we think of X as derivation
on Lie algebra valued function.
Let X; Y 2  (TM) and let rf denote the covariant derivative along f . Recall that
rfXfY maps M to  (TN). The map f pulls back the g- valued 1-form  on N to one
on M . Let  = f(X) = (fX) and  = f (Y ) ,then ;  :M  ! g. Applying this
to above equations
(rfXfY ) = Pm(X  
1
2
[; ]): (2.15)
It is also useful to know how to calculate this using a local frame F : U  ! G of
f : U  ! N , where U M is some open set on which a frame exists, i.e, f =   F .
Let  : TM  ! g denote the pull-back F !. It is easy to see that
f(X) = AdF  (X)m: (2.16)
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Substituting this into 2.14 gives
(rfXfY ) = AdF (X(Y )m + [(X)h; (Y )m] +
1
2
[(X)m; (Y )m]m): (2.17)
This simplyes when N is a symmetric space for then the nal term vanishes.
Remark 2.5.2 When G is a matrix Lie group we note that  = F 1dF:
Chapter 3
Harmonic Maps and the Ruh -
Vilms Theorem
3.1 Harmonic Maps
Let (M; g); (N; h) be smooth Riemannian manifold with dimM = m and dimN = n.
Let  :M  ! N be smooth map. The energy integral is
E() =
1
2
Z
M
Trh(?; ?)d;
where ? is the dierential of , Tr is the trace with respect to the metric g, and d is
the volume element of the metric g.
This Riemannian map is said to be harmonic if it is a critical point of the energy
integral. i.e,
d
dt
jt=0E(t) = 0:
For more details see [4]
Denition 3.1.1 The second fundamental form is a quadratic form on the tangent
space with values in the normal bundle and it can be dened by q(X; Y ) = (rXY )?,
where (rXY )? denotes the orthogonal projection of covariant derivative rXY onto the
normal bundle.
For an isometric immersion of Riemannian manifolds  : M  ! N the second
fundamental form is the symmetric bilinear form
q :  (TM)  (TM)  !  (TM?)
q(X; Y ) = rNd(X)(d(Y ))  d(rMX Y ):
Here X and Y are vector elds onM and d(X) denotes the vector eld along  which
assigns to each p 2M the vector dp(Xp) 2 T(p)N .
Denition 3.1.2 A map  : M  ! N is harmonic if and only if () = 0. Where
() = trgq is called tension eld of .
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Remark 3.1.3 The tension eld () of the map  (relative to a given g and h) is the
trace of the second fundamental form so
() = tracegq; i:e; () =
mX
j=1
q(ej; ej)
where e1; :::::; em is an orthonormal frame for TpM:
Denition 3.1.4 The mean curvature of the immersion is average of the tension eld
(). i.e, H = 1
m
().
The immersion  has constant mean curvature when H is parallel with respect to the
induced connexion on the normal bundle TM?. The immersion is minimal if and only
if its mean curvature zero, i.e, H = 0.
Let M be a submanifold of N with induced metric and dM and dN denote the dis-
tance functions in M and N . Then dN(p; q)  dM(p; q) for any p; q 2 M . M is said
to be totally geodesic in N if the exponential map of N , restricted to TM  TN ,
maps TM into M , or equivalently if the second fundamental form of M in N vanishes
identically on M . If M is totally geodesic in N and both M and N are complete, then
dM(p; q) = dN(p; q) for all p; q 2M .
Theorem 3.1.5 [4] If (M; g); (N; h) and (P; k) are three smooth manifolds and maps
 :M  ! N ,  : N  ! P then
 rd(  ) = d  rd+rd (d; d),
 (  ) = d  () + tracerd (d; d).
In particular, if  and  are totally geodesic, so is   , and if  is harmonic and  
totally geodesic, then    is harmonic. Note that the composition of two harmonic
maps is not harmonic in general.
Proof Let X;Y 2  (TM),
rd(  )(X;Y ) = rX(d  d(Y ))  d(  )(rXY )
= (rdXd )(d(Y )) + d (rX(d  Y ))  d  d(rXY )
= rd (d(X); d(Y )) + d (rd(X; Y )):
Taking traces both sides yields the second formula.
Lemma 3.1.6 [4] Let Figure 3.1.1 be a commutative diagram, where  and  are
Riemannian submersions, with  THM  THN , where THx M is the orthogonal com-
plement of ker d(x). Assume that one of the following conditions is satised:
1.  (TM)  THN ,
2.  has totally geodesic bres,
3. for all z 2 P ,  1(z)  !  1((z)) is a Riemannian bration with minimal
bres.
Then (   ) = ( ), so that    is harmonic if and only if ( ) is vertical.
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M


 
// N


P

// Q
Figure 3.1.1: Commutative diagram for Lemma 3.1.6.
3.2 The Gauss Map
First we dene the Grassmann manifold. The Grassmann manifold Gr(p; n) is the set
of p-dimensional planes that pass through the origin in En. If we take the oriented
p-dimensional planes, then we get the oriented Grassmann manifold Gr+(p; n).
Another way of generalizing Grassmann manifold: the sets of totally geodesic p-
dimensional submanifolds in the spaces of constant curvature Sn andHn are the spheri-
cal Grassmann manifold SGr(p; n) and the hyperbolic Grassmann manifold HGr(p; n).
We consider the manifold Gr(p; n). The group O(n) acts transitively on it. O(p) 
O(n   p) is the isotropy group of the point W 2 Gr(p; n), where O(p) acts in the p-
dimensional plane W and O(n  p) acts in its orthogonal complement. Thus Gr(p; n)
is the homogeneous space O(n)=O(p)O(n  p).
We introduce a coordinate system in En and choose the planeWo : xp+1 = ::: = xn = 0.
Then the isotropy group is a matrix group of the form
U 0
0 V

U 2 O(p); V 2 O(n   p). We now dene an involutory automorphism  : O(n)  !
O(n) thus,
(A) = SAS 1;where S =
 Ip 0
0 In p

:
This makes Gr(p; n) into a symmetric space. The canonical decomposition of the Lie
algebra g = h+m is g = o(n) the space of skew-symmetric n n-matrices,
h = o(p) + o(n  p) = f

U 0
0 V

; U 2 o(p); V 2 o(n  p)g
m = f

0  XT
X 0

; X is an (p (n  p)) matrixg
m is the p(n  p)-dimensional tangent space to Gr(p; n).
In generally we dene the Gauss Map as follows. Let M be an immersed oriented
hypersurface in Euclidean space . At each x 2 M there is a unique (positive) unit
normal vector , and hence a well dened Gauss map
 :M  ! Sn
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assigning to each point x 2 M its unit normal vector, (x). Here Sn denotes the unit
sphere, the set of all unit vectors in Rn+1. The normal vector, (x) is orthogonal to
the tangent space to M at x.
Let M be a regular p-dimensional surface in Euclidean space. At every point of the
surface M we construt the p-dimensional tangent plane and carry all these planes by
parallel transport to the origin 0 2 En. We get a certain subset in Gr(p; n) called the
Grassmann image (Gauss map) of the surface M ; the map  : M  ! Gr(p; n) is the
Grassmann map.
The Gauss map on Grassmannian manifold generalised as follows. Let  : M  ! Rn
be an immersion. The Gauss map  :M  ! Gr(p; n) associated to this immersion. A
point x 2M the image (x) is p-dimensional plane tangent to (M) at (x).
Theorem 3.2.1 [6] Ruh-Vilms Let (M; g) be a Riemannian manifold, let  :M  !
Rn be an isometric immersion in Euclidean space, and let Gauss map (Grassmann
map)  : M  ! Gr(p; n). Then () = r?H is the derivative of the mean curvature
vector under the normal connexion.
3.3 Curves in S2
In this section we are going to prove the Ruh-Vilms theorem using the homogeneous
geometry for the simple case.
The unit sphere S2 = R2 [ f1g , S2 = fU 2 R3j kUk = 1g. The orbit of the
point e3 in R3 is the whole unit sphere S2  R3; so
S2 = fge3 j g 2 SO(3)g:
The unit sphere bundle US2  TS2  TR3 = R3  R3,
US2 = f(U; V ) 2 R3  R3 j U:U = V:V = 1; U:V = 0g;
where V is a subspace of R3. Given a unit vector U 2 S2, there exist an oriented
orthonormal basis u1; u2; u3 2 R3 these form the columns of an orthogonal matrix
g 2 SO(3) for which ge3 = U thus
US2 = f(ge3; ge2) j g 2 SO(3)g
by taking columns u1; u2; u3 with u3 = U , u2 = V .
Let g 2 SO(3) , ge3 = e3 if and only if e3 is the last column of g in the mean time
other columns of g must be an orthonormal set of vectors. So isotropy group of SO(3)
at e3 is SO(2). Let
K = fg 2 SO(3)jge3 = e3g
then
K = SO(2) since; K = fg 2 SO(3); g =
0@  0  0
0 0 1
1Ag
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Let
S = fg 2 SO(3)jge2 ^ ge3 = e2 ^ e3  Kg
and SO(1) is the trivial group so S = fIg where I is the 3 by 3 identity matrix.
Since; S = fg 2 SO(3); g =
0@ 0 00 1 0
0 0 1
1Ag
also we can identify
S = fg 2 SO(3)jge1 = e1g:
The space of geodesics is Gr(2; 3), this is the set of subspaces spanned by two orthonor-
mal vectors in R3
Gr(2; 3) = fge2 ^ ge3jg 2 SO(3)g:
We can simply illustrate all the above result in the following way { see Figure 3.3.2.
US2

}}{{
{{
{{
{{ Q
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
S2 Gr(2; 3)
= SO(3)

y yrrr
rrr
rrr
r Q
%%LL
LLL
LLL
LL
SO(3)=K SO(3)=S
Figure 3.3.2: Isomorphism map.
Let f(t) be a parametrise immersed curve on S2 and its unit vector _f(t) = df
dt
. Then
the oriented unit normal to f(t) in TS2 is  = f(t)  _f(t). We can interpret this in
the matrix form
F : R  ! SO(3) F = ( _f(t); (t); f(t)):
This is equivalent to the left
 : R  ! US2dened by(t) = (f(t); (t)):
R


f










88
88
88
88
88
88
88
88
8
US2

}}{{
{{
{{
{{
Q
$$J
JJ
JJ
JJ
JJ
S2 Gr(2; 3)
Figure 3.3.3: Commutative triangles
From Figure 3.3.3 it follows that    = f and  = Q   which is geodesic Gauss
map.
Now we are going to prove the following two results.
1. Tension eld of : () is Q  horizontal for the bi-invariant metric on SO(3)
and Q  () = (). Hence  is harmonic if and only if  is harmonic.
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2. r?(f) = 0 if and only if () = 0
By denition
() = q( ddt ; ddt) since dimR = 1
= rd
dt
 ddt   (rRd
dt
d
dt
)
= rd
dt
 ddt :
Now we need to nd r; by using left Maurer-Cartan 1-form !,
 1TG = R g ; where G = SO(3) ; g = so(3):
We can obtained the matric
<A;B> =  1
2
trac(AB) for A;B 2 so(3):
Now
!(rd
dt
 ddt) =
d
dt
(F 1 _F ) + 1
2
[F 1 _F; F 1 _F ]
= d
dt
(F 1 _F ):
We know that F:F t = 1 implies F t = F 1 , so
F 1 _F =
0BBBB@
_f: f _f: _ _f: _f
: f : _ : _f
f: f f: _ f: _f
1CCCCA
But jf j = j _f j = jj = 1 and also we can get, _f:f = _: = f: _f = 0 , _f: _f = 1 and
: _f = 0. Since F 1 _F must be skew-symmetric, this means
!(q( ddt ; ddt)) = ddt
0BBBB@
0  : f 1
: f 0 0
 1 0 0
1CCCCA
=
0BBBB@
0   d
dt
(: f) 0
d
dt
(: f) 0 0
0 0 0
1CCCCA
= !(()):
The Lie algebra of S is s. Since s is the zero Lie algebra, s? = so(3). Then
s? = f
0@0   0 0
 0 0
1A 2 so(3)g:
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As we seen the above calculation show that !(()) takes valuses in s? so () is
horizontal for Q : SO(3)  ! SO(3)=S. Since Q is a Riemannian submersion and
has geodesic bres by lemma 3.1.6 implies that Q  () = (). So if  is harmonic
if and only if  is harmonic and d
dt
(: f) = 0.
Now we calculate r?d
dt
(f). First we calculate (f)
(f) = qf ( ddt ; ddt)
= (rfd
dt
f ddt)
?
= ( d
dt
( _f):)
= ( f:):
Take the derivative both side under the normal connexion,
r?d
dt
(f) = (r d
dt
(( f:)))?
= (( d
dt
( f:)) + ( f:) _)?:
But _: = 0 which implies
r?d
dt
(f) = ((
d
dt
( f:)))?:
So if  is harmonic if and only if r?d
dt
(f) = 0. Hence f is constant mean curvature.
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Chapter 4
Proof of the Ruh-Vilms Theorems
4.1 Hypersurfaces in Sn
In this chapter we prove the Ruh-Vilms theorem 3.2.1 for a Hypersurface in the n-
Sphere.
Let the map f : M ,! Sn be an isometrically embedded hypersurface, oriented by
the unit normal eld  2  (TM?). Let the map  :M  ! Gr(2; n+1) be its geodesic
Gauss map
(p) = Spanf(p); f(p)g  Rn+1:
We can identify Sn = G=K and Gr(2; n+ 1) = G=H, where
G = SO(n+ 1)
K = fg 2 G : gen+1 = en+1g = SO(n)
H = fg 2 G : Spanfgen; gen+1g = Spanfen; en+1gg = SO(n  1) SO(2)
:
Let g; k and h be the Lie algebra of G;K andH respectively, and dene m = k? and
p = h? where m and p are identied with the tangent space T (G=K) and T (G=H)
respectively. Then g = k + m = h + p and these are symmetric space decompositions.
i.e [m;m]  k and [p; p]  h. With the usual symmetric space identications
m : TG=K  ! [m]  G=K  g
p : TG=H  ! [p]  G=H  g:
we have
m(df) : TM  ! [m]
and
 7! AdF:m();
where F : M  ! G is a local frame, and  = F 1dF is the pull back of the left
Maurer-Cartan 1-form on G. Explicitly, we choose a frame suitable to f and  as
follows: rst we locally x an orthonormal frame E1; :::; En 1 for TM . We then dene
the map f :M  ! Rn+1 by
F = (f1; :::; fn 1; ; f)
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for fj = Ejf = fEj, and for convenience set fn = .
We can write  = F 1dF in two block decomposed forms. In the rst we take
g = k+m
k =

A 0
0 0

where A = (fi  dfj) 1 6 i; j 6 n. i.e. n n matrix of 1-forms. Here
m =
0@ 0n v0
 vt 0 0
1A
where v = (fi:df) 1 6 i 6 n   1 and we have used fn  df =   df = 0. In the second
we take g = h+ p
h =
0@B 0 00 0 0
0 0 0
1A
where B = (fi  dfj) 1 6 i; j 6 n  1. i.e. (n  1) (n  1) matrix of 1-forms. Here
p =
0@0n 1 u v ut 0 0
 vt 0 0
1A
where u = (fi  d) 1 6 i 6 n  1. Hence
A =

B u
 ut 0

and we have the natural isomorphisms
Rn  ! m ; w 7!

0n w
 wt 0

Rn 1  Rn 1  ! p ; (w1w2) 7!
0@0n 1 w1 w2 wt1 0 0
 wt2 0 0
1A
which we will often make use of it.
Our aim is to prove the Ruh-Vilms theorem for these hypersurfaces, i.e. to show
that () = 0 i r?(f) = 0, where (f) is the tension eld:
(f) = trqf 2  (TM?); qf (X;Y ) = rfXfY   f(rMX Y );
and similarly for ().
Lemma 4.1.1 (f) = [
Pn 1
j=1 (  EjEjf)]
Proof Equation (2.17) gives
m(rfXfY ) = AdF (X(Y )m + [(X)k; (Y )m]:
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Now Xm(Y ) identies with
X

v(Y )
0

= X

fi  Y f
0

1  i  n  1
=

Xfi  Y f + fi XY f
0

:
Similarly [(X)k; (Y )m] identies with
A(X)v(Y ) = (fi Xfj)(fj  Y f) 1  i; j  n; fn  df = 0
= (
P
j(fi Xfj)(fj  Y f)):
Now fi  fj = ij =) fi Xfj =  Xfi  fj, soP
j(fi Xfj)(fj  Y f) =
P
j( Xfi  fj)(fj  Y f)
=  Xfi  Y f 1  i  n
Note  Xfn  Y f = fn XY f since fn Xf = 0. So m(rfXfY ) identies with0BBBB@
f1 XY f
:
:
fn 1 XY f
 XY f
1CCCCA = (fi XY f) 1  i  n:
Since
rMX Y =
Pn 1
j=1 (rMX Y  Ej)Ej
it follows that
df(rMX Y ) =
Pn 1
j=1 (rMX Y  Ej)fj;
but since rM is the induced connection on M we have
rMX Y  Ej = XY f  fj 1  j  n  1:
Thus m(frMX Y ) identies with the Rn{valued function0BBBB@
f1 XY f
:
:
fn 1 XY f
0
1CCCCA
Hence m(rfXfY   frMX Y ) identies with0BBBB@
0
:
:
:
 XY f
1CCCCA :
In other words, qf (X; Y ) = ( XY f) and hence trqf =
Pn 1
j=1 (  EjEjf)].
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Lemma 4.1.2 p(q(X; Y )) =
 
fi XY   XY f:Ei 0

Here we are using the identication p  ! Rn 1  Rn 1 above.
Proof
q(X; Y ) = rXY   (rMX Y )
p(rXY ) = AdF  (Xp(Y ) + [h(X); p(Y )])
A calculation as before gives
p(rXY ) =
 
fi XY  fi XY f

p(rMX Y ) =
 
XY f  Ei) XY f  fi

:
It follows that
p(q(X;Y )) =
 
fi XY   XY f  Ei 0

:
We therefore have
q(X;Y ) : TM  ! TM?
q(X;Y )Z = (Zf XY   XY f  Z):
and dene S(X; Y; Z) = q(X;Y )Z
Lemma 4.1.3 S(X;Y; Z) is totally symmetric.
Proof It suces to show that
 S(X; Y; Z) = S(Y;X;Z)
 S(X; Y; Z) = S(X;Z; Y )
The rst statement follows immediately from q(X;Y ) = q(Y;X), i.e the second
fundamental form is symmetric. To show the second we note that qf (Y; Z) = Y f Z
and qf (Y; Z) = qf (Z; Y ), giving
Y f  Z = Zf  Y 
) XY f  Z + Y f XZ = XZf  Y  + Zf XY 
) Zf XY   XY f  Z = Y f XZ  XZf  Y 
i.e, S(X; Y; Z) = S(X;Z; Y ):
Lemma 4.1.4 (rXqf )(Y; Z) = S(X; Y; Z).
Proof HererX is the covariant derivative on qf : TMTM  ! TM?. By denition
(rXqf )(Y; Z) = r?X [qf (Y; Z)] qf (rMX Y; Z) qf (Y;rMX Z):
Here r? is the connection on TM?. Now
r?X = (X  ) + (X  f)f = 0;
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so
r?X [qf (Y; Z)] =  r?X(Y f  Z)
=  (XY f  Z + Y f XZ):
Thus
(rXqf )(Y; Z) = [ XY f  Z   Y f XZ +rMX Y f  Z + Y f  rMX Z]
= [ XY f  Z + Zf  rMX Y  + Y f  (rMX Z  XZ)];
but since Zf is tangent to M we have
Zf  rMX Y f = Zf XY f
and hence
(rXqf )(Y; Z) = S(X;Y; Z):
It follows that
(rXqf )(Y; Z) = q(X; Y )Z = q(Y; Z)X
and therefore
() = trq 2  (TM 
 TM?);
i.e. trq : TM  ! TM?;X 7!
Pn 1
i=1 q(Ei; Ei)X:
The Ruh- Vilms theorem will follow from the next, quite general, result.
Proposition 4.1.5 Let h : TM  TM  ! TM? be a bilinear form with values in the
normal bundle. Then
r?Xtrh = trrXh
i.e,r?X
Pn 1
i=1 h(Ei; Ei) =
Pn 1
i=1 (rXh)(Ei; Ei):
Proof See [13]
By proposition 4.1.5 and lemma 4.1.4 we have
()X = trrXqf = r?Xtrqf = r?X(f)
i.e. () = r?(f).
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